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Executive summary
Kuwait is a constitutional, hereditary emirate ruled by the Al-
Sabah family.  While there is also a democratically elected parlia-
ment, the emir holds ultimate authority.  The 2013 parliamentary
elections were generally free and fair, although some opposition
groups boycotted them.  Authorities maintained effective control
over the security forces. 

Principal human rights problems included limitations on citi-
zens’ ability to change their government; restrictions on freedom
of speech and assembly, especially among foreign workers and
stateless Arabs (called “bidoon”); and trafficking in persons within
the foreign worker population, especially in the domestic and
unskilled service sectors. 

Other human rights problems included reports of security
force members abusing prisoners and protesters, most with no
reported punishment for their actions; arbitrary arrest and extra-
judicial deportation of foreign workers; limitations on freedoms
of press, association, and religion; and restrictions on freedom of
movement for certain groups, including foreign workers and
bidoon.  Women, bidoon, and other noncitizens faced social and
legal discrimination.  Domestic violence against women
remained persistent, particularly against noncitizen domestic
workers.  There were limitations on workers’ rights. 

The government took steps in some cases to prosecute and
punish officials who committed abuses, whether in the security
services or elsewhere in the government.  Impunity was some-
times a problem in corruption cases. 

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the 
Person, Including Freedom from: 

a. Arbitrary or Unlawful Deprivation of Life 
There were no reports that the government or its agents com-

mitted arbitrary or unlawful killings. 

b. Disappearance 
There were no reports of politically motivated long-term dis-

appearances. 

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment
or Punishment 

The constitution and the law prohibit torture and other cruel,
inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment, but there were
reports some police and members of other security forces
abused detainees.  Police and security force members were more
likely to inflict such abuse on noncitizens, particularly non-Gulf
Arabs and Asians.  Security forces occasionally detained,
harassed, and abused transgender persons. 

Several persons reported being beaten, either by police or
Kuwait State Security (KSS) force members, while stopped at
police checkpoints or while detained.  During one instance on
July 7, a member of Frontline Defenders accused a senior official
at the Ministry of the Interior of beating him at a checkpoint.
Frontline Defenders—an international nongovernmental organi-
zation (NGO) that monitors the rights of human rights activists—
released a statement claiming the arrest of the activist was con-
nected to his human rights advocacy work.  While the activist
was arrested and charged with assaulting the senior official, there
were no reports of investigations or prosecutions of this incident
or many other alleged abuses by security forces. 

Amnesty International criticized the government over the
case of lawyer and human rights activist Sulaiman al-Jassem,
who was monitoring a rally in April 2013 as a member of the
National Committee for Monitoring Violations.  While walking to
his car after the rally, al-Jassem was arrested, allegedly shot with
rubber bullets, and punched in the face and head during the
arrest.  On October 19, al-Jassem was sentenced to one month in
prison for “participating in an illegal gathering” and “failing to
obey police orders to disperse.”  Authorities dismissed the investi-
gation into his allegations of torture by police due to a lack of evi-
dence to identify the police officers, who wore hoods during the
arrest. 

Observers reported instances of rape and sexual abuse during
arrest or detention.  In June the courts sentenced a lance corporal
in the General Traffic Department of the Ministry of Interior to
death by hanging for kidnapping, raping, and attempting to
murder a Filipina woman.  The police officer stopped the taxi in
which the victim was riding and asked for identification papers.
When the victim did not produce a valid residence permit, the
police officer directed her to get into his car, drove her outside of
the city, raped and stabbed her, and left her for dead.  The victim
survived and reached a main road, where she received help from
passersby. 

The government stated in the past that it investigated allega-
tions of abuse and punished some of the offenders, although the
government did not make public all the findings of its investiga-
tions or all punishments it imposed. 

Prison and Detention Center Conditions 
Prison and detention center conditions generally met interna-

tional standards, but the facilities were sometimes overcrowded,
and some detention facilities lacked adequate sanitation, ventila-
tion, and sufficient medical staff.  There were reports security
forces abused prisoners. 

Physical Conditions:  The Central Prison Complex houses the
country’s three prisons:  a men’s prison for those awaiting trial or
convicted of minor offenses; another men’s prison for those con-
victed of more serious crimes; and a women’s prison for those
held before trial, convicted, or awaiting deportation.  There were
approximately 3,200 inmates in the Central Prison.  Cells held four
to six persons, and inmates reportedly lived in moderately over-
crowded conditions, although most overcrowding was at the
women’s prison.  Political prisoners were held in the general
prison population. 

While men and women were held separately, there were no
separate facilities for juveniles, and authorities detained those
awaiting trial in the same facilities as convicted criminals.  In
February a juvenile reported authorities arrested him and kept
him in the same detention cell with adult convicted criminals.
Authorities released the minor after several days; reportedly, he
was unharmed. There was one reported death of a prisoner:  an
Ethiopian woman hanged herself in August. 

Authorities generally maintained control of the prisons.  There
were some reports, however, that security forces abused prison-
ers during questioning.  Prisoners had access to potable water,
adequate food, and medical care.  In November the International
Committee for the Red Cross highlighted the high level of med-
ical services offered to detainees.  Additionally, a nutritionist
supervised meal preparation for prisoners. 

In February members of the National Assembly’s Human
Rights Committee conducted their annual visit to the Central
Prison Complex.  The committee released a list of recommenda-
tions following the visit that included the need to address venti-
lation, establish a drug rehabilitation center inside the prison,
end the practice of housing drug traffickers with drug addicts,
end overcrowding, devise a clear mechanism for emiri pardons,
and make conjugal visits available to inmates. 

The Talha deportation center had a capacity of 1,000.  The
overall detainee population was unknown, although observers
reported some overcrowding at times and poor sanitation, most-

ly the consequence of the age of the facility. 
There were no special accommodations made for persons

with disabilities in the prisons or detention centers. 
Administration:  Recordkeeping on prisoners was adequate.

Authorities used alternatives to sentencing, namely fines, for
some nonviolent offenses.  In May the Ministry of Interior’s
General Traffic Department stopped sending traffic violators to
prison; instead, it issued them tickets and asked them to follow
general legal procedures.  Prior to this decision, authorities
reportedly arrested thousands of persons during periods of strict
enforcement of traffic regulations.  Many of those arrested had to
spend time incarcerated; some were deported without trial.
According to media reports, a security source stated that in the
first eight months of the year, 5,000 of the 15,000 noncitizens
arrested during security crackdowns were deported.
Ombudsmen were not available to respond to complaints on
behalf of prisoners.  Authorities permitted prisoners and
detainees to submit complaints to the prison management and
request an investigation of credible allegations of inhuman con-
ditions.  Prisoners reported some unresponsiveness to routine
requests.  Authorities permitted access to personal visitors and
allowed religious observance without interference. 

Independent Monitoring:  The Ministry of Interior permitted
independent monitoring of prison conditions by some non-
governmental observers and international human rights groups.
Authorities permitted staff from the International Committee of
the Red Cross and UN High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) to
visit the prisons and detention centers.  The government, howev-
er, did not allow representatives of the Kuwait Human Rights
Society or the Kuwait Association for the Basic Evaluation of
Human Rights to visit prisoners.  Both organizations submitted
requests to the Ministry of Interior but did not receive a response. 

d. Arbitrary Arrest or Detention 
The law prohibits arbitrary arrest and detention.  There were

numerous reports, however, that police arbitrarily arrested indi-
viduals, principally as part of sustained action against persons in
the country illegally. 

Role of the Police and Security Apparatus 
Police have sole responsibility for the enforcement of laws not

related to national security, and the KSS oversees national securi-
ty matters; both are under the purview of civilian authorities of
the Ministry of Interior.  The armed forces (land forces, air force,
navy, and coast guard) are responsible for external security and
subordinate to the Ministry of Defense.  The Kuwait National
Guard is a separate entity whose responsibilities include critical
infrastructure protection, support for the Ministries of Interior
Defense, and maintaining national readiness. 

Civilian authorities maintained effective control over all secu-
rity forces.  While the government has effective mechanisms to
investigate and punish abuse and corruption, they did not always
apply them.  There were several allegations of mistreatment of
detainees by KSS members that authorities did not investigate. 

Police were generally effective in carrying out core responsi-
bilities.  There were reports some police stations did not take seri-
ously charges by complainants, especially foreigners, and victims
of rape and domestic violence.  In cases of alleged police abuse,
the district chief investigator examines abuse allegations and
refers cases to the courts for trial.  There was some evidence of
police impunity, particularly in cases where security personnel
used excessive force to disperse participants in unlicensed politi-
cal demonstrations and protests.  In cases of alleged KSS abuse,
there was no information available regarding investigation pro-
cedures or actual investigations. 

In February police arrested brothers Abdulhakim and Abdul
Nasser al-Fadhli.  KSS members allegedly beat them while in cus-
tody at their headquarters.  The brothers reported the abuse to
the investigating prosecutor, but they did not receive a medical
examination; there was no investigation into the alleged beat-
ings.  Authorities then remanded Abdulhakim into the custody of
the persons he reported had beaten him for several more days
before transferring him to the central prison. 

According to the government, during the first nine months of
2013, individuals filed 500 complaints against Ministry of Interior
staff; however, this number was not specific to police. 

Media reported sexual assaults by police officers throughout
the year, usually against nonnational women.  Security forces
sometimes failed to respond effectively to societal violence
between family members or against domestic workers, especially
if the victims were nonnationals. 

Arrest Procedures and Treatment of Detainees 
A police officer generally must obtain an arrest warrant from a

state prosecutor or a judge before making an arrest, except in
cases of hot pursuit, observing the commission of a crime, and
certain other exceptions.  There were numerous reports of police
arresting and detaining foreign nationals without a warrant, pri-
marily as part of the government’s action against unlawful resi-
dents.  The courts usually do not accept cases without warrants
issued prior to arrests.  Authorities generally informed detainees
promptly of the charges against them and allowed access to their
lawyers and family members. 

In compliance with the penal code, police may hold a sus-
pected criminal at a police station without charge for as long as
four days, with an extension of up to three weeks for cause, dur-
ing which time authorities may prevent lawyers and family mem-
bers from visiting.  During this time lawyers are permitted to
attend legal proceedings but are not allowed to have direct con-
tact with their clients.  The law provides the detained person the
right to a prompt judicial determination about the detention’s
legality, but this right was not always enforced.  If authorities file
charges, a prosecutor may remand a suspect to detention for an
additional 10 days.  Prosecutors also may obtain court orders for
further detention pending trial.  In one instance authorities
arrested a bidoon man and extended his detention six times.
There is a functioning bail system for defendants awaiting trial.
The bar association provides lawyers for indigent defendants; in
these cases defendants do not have the option of choosing
which lawyer is assigned to them. 

The courts do not address misdemeanor charges; instead, the
Ministry of Interior adjudicates them.  The government held
noncitizens arrested for traffic and other low-level offenses in
predeportation detention without judicial review and frequently
did not permit them to contact their embassies, families, or an
attorney.  The arrest of traffic violators ceased in May (see 1.c.,
Prison and Detention Center Conditions).  Prior to April senior
police officers or assistant undersecretaries at the Ministry of
Interior could sign administrative deportation orders, but now
the undersecretary is responsible for signing all deportation
orders. 

Arbitrary Arrest:  The law prohibits arbitrary arrest and deten-
tion, and the government observed these prohibitions for citi-
zens.  Noncitizens generally benefitted from such protections,
but during police raids there were widespread reports that police
arbitrarily arrested nonnationals, including some who possessed
valid residency permits and visas but claimed to be bystanders. 

Pretrial Detention:  Arbitrary lengthy detention before trial
was a problem, and in 2013 more than 10 percent of the prison
population consisted of pretrial detainees.  Authorities held some

detainees beyond the maximum detention period of six months.
Excessive detention in the deportation center, where there are no
maximum time limits on detention prior to deportation, was also
a problem, particularly when the detainee owed money to a citi-
zen or was a citizen from a country without diplomatic represen-
tation in Kuwait to facilitate exit documents. 

According to the media, in October detainees awaiting
deportation began staging protests involving hunger strikes and
cutting their arms to protest the length of time they were held in
the Talha deportation center awaiting repatriation.  In November
the media reported that 40 detainees at a police station went on
a hunger strike in protest of their prolonged detention.  The
detainees had reportedly been in small holding cells for more
than one month awaiting deportation.  The deportation center
reportedly refused to receive them on the basis of the unavail-
ability of tickets on local airlines to fly them home. 

Amnesty:  While there were no known amnesties during the
year, the emir can pardon individuals.  Throughout the year he
pardoned 188 convicted criminals, commuted the sentences of
340 individuals, cancelled the deportation of 114 nonnationals,
and cancelled fines for 223 persons. 

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial 
The law and the constitution provide for an independent judi-

ciary, and the government generally respected judicial independ-
ence.  Although the law and constitution provide for an inde-
pendent judiciary, the emir appoints all judges; the renewal of
judicial appointments is subject to executive approval.  Judges
who are citizens have lifetime appointments; judges who were
noncitizens hold one- to three-year renewable contracts.  The
Ministry of Justice may remove judges for cause.  Foreign resi-
dents involved in legal disputes with citizens frequently claimed
the courts showed bias in favor of citizens.  While no legal provi-
sions prohibit women from appointment as judges and public
prosecutors, the only path to those positions is through work in
the prosecutor’s office.  The office began accepting women for
entry-level positions in 2013.  On November 22, the first group of
women completed their initial training and became public prose-
cutors. 

Under the law questions of status, immigration, and citizen-
ship are not subject to judicial review, so foreigners arrested for
unlawful residency, or those whose lawful residency is canceled
due to an arrest, have no access to the courts.  They are instead
subjected to administrative deportation, unless they faced felony
charges for separate offenses. 

Trial Procedures 
The constitution provides for the presumption of innocence

and the right to a legal trial for the accused with the right to a
defense.  The judiciary is not independent of the executive in the
case of noncitizen judges, due to their reappointments requiring
approval by the emir.  The law expressly forbids physical and
psychological abuse of the accused.  Under the law defendants
also enjoy the right to prompt, detailed, information on charges
against them with free interpretation, as necessary.  Criminal tri-
als are public unless a court or the government decides “mainte-
nance of public order” or the “preservation of public morals”
necessitates closed proceedings.  There is no trial by jury.  The
bar association is obligated upon court request to appoint an
attorney without charge for indigent defendants in civil, com-
mercial, and criminal cases, and defendants used these services.
Defendants have the right to adequate time and facilities to pre-
pare a defense.  Defendants and their attorneys generally had
access to government-held evidence relevant to their cases, but
the general public did not have access to most court docu-
ments. 

Defendants have the right to confront their accusers, con-
front witnesses against them, and present their own witnesses,
although authorities did not always allow defendants this
opportunity.  Defendants cannot be compelled to testify or con-
fess guilt.  Defendants have the right to appeal verdicts to a
higher court, and many persons exercised this right. 

There were reports of low-income, foreign-citizen laborers
and domestic workers who were unable to afford legal counsel
pursuing cases against their employer or sponsor.  If they had no
legal representation, the public prosecutor sometimes tried the
case with little or no involvement by the workers or their fami-
lies.  When workers received third-party assistance to bring a
case, the cases were often resolved when the employer paid a
monetary settlement to avoid a trial. 

There were reports that the courts denied bidoon activists
some legal rights.  In one case police barred a bidoon activist’s
attorney from entering the courtroom until well into the court
proceedings. 

Political Prisoners and Detainees 
There were several instances of persons detained for their

political beliefs, although the government officially arrested
them on charges such as participation in unlicensed demonstra-
tions or insulting the judiciary.  Most of those arrested were
either bidoon advocating for human rights or opposition politi-
cal figures alleging government corruption.  While authorities
arrested and released some individuals after a few days, they
held others for weeks or months pending trial.  The extended
detention was often the case with bidoon activists, who also
regularly reported abuse by police or the KSS. 

Civil Judicial Procedures and Remedies 
The law provides for an independent and impartial judiciary

in civil matters regarding human rights violations, but rulings
occasionally were not enforced for varied reasons, including the
influence of involved parties or concern for possible political
repercussion.  Authorities also occasionally used administrative
punishments in civil matters, such as revoking citizenship, insti-
tuting travel bans, and deportations. 

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or
Correspondence 

The constitution and the law prohibit such actions, and the
government generally respected these rights.  There were reports
early in the year, however, of police entering the homes of
bidoon activists and threatening family members if the activists
were not made available for questioning.  Security forces regular-
ly monitored publicly available social media and sought informa-
tion about owners of accounts, although foreign-owned social
media companies denied most requests for information. 

The constitution seeks to preserve the integrity of the family.
The law forbids marriage between Muslim women and non-
Muslim men and requires male citizens serving in the police or
military to obtain government approval to marry nonnationals.
Nevertheless, the government offered only nonbinding advice
on such matters and did not prevent any such marriages.  A
source in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs reported that diplomats
were not allowed to marry noncitizens without the diplomat
being asked to resign. 

The government may deny a citizenship application by a
bidoon resident based on security or criminal violations commit-
ted by the individual’s family members.  Additionally, if a person
loses citizenship, all family members who are derivatives of that
person also lose citizenship and all associated rights. 

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including: 
a. Freedom of Speech and Press 
The constitution provides for freedom of speech and press

“in accordance with the conditions and procedures specified
by law.”  The government sometimes did not respect these
rights by issuing gag orders, temporarily or permanently shut-
ting media outlets, and convicting persons for expressing their
opinions, particularly those published on social media. 

The passage of the telecommunications law 37/2014 in May
established the Commission for Mass Communications and
Information Technology (CMCIT) as an independent body
under the communications minister with broad discretionary
powers to grant or rescind licenses to companies that provide
internet, cable, satellite, land, and wireless communications.
The new law also imposes penalties on persons who created or
sent “immoral” messages and gave unspecified authorities the
power to suspend communication services on national securi-
ty grounds. 

Freedom of Speech:  The government restricted freedom of
speech, particularly in instances purportedly related to nation-
al security.  The law also specifically prohibits material insulting
Islam, the emir, the constitution, or the neutrality of the courts
or Public Prosecutor’s Office.  The law mandates jail terms for
anyone who “defames religion,” and any Muslim citizen or resi-
dent may file criminal charges against a person the com-
plainant believes has defamed Islam.  Any citizen may file
charges against anyone the citizen believes defamed the rul-
ing family or harmed public morals. 

The courts convicted dozens of persons for insulting the
emir, judiciary, or religion on their social media sites.  Several
cases involved questioning authorities’ competency, decisions,
or honesty, and resulted in jail terms of up to 10 years.  In July
the court sentenced Hamad al-Naqi to 10 years in prison for
insulting religion and Gulf rulers. 

In October a court found 13 persons guilty of insulting the
emir by repeating a speech given in 2012 by a prominent
opposition politician.  Each received a two-year suspended
prison sentence.  The politician in question was convicted in
2013 of insulting the emir during the speech; authorities sub-
sequently overturned that sentence and ordered a retrial.  The
retrial continued at year’s end. 

Press Freedoms: All print media were privately owned,
although their independence was limited.  They exhibited
diversity of opinion, but most self-censored to avoid criminal
charges or fines or to keep their licenses.  Restrictions on free-
dom of speech also applied to the press.  Discussions of specif-
ic social topics, such as the role of women in society and sexual
problems, sometimes were self-censored.  The law allows for
large fines and up to 10 years in prison for persons who use
any means (including media) to subvert the emiri system of
government.  The Ministry of Commerce and Industry may ban
any media organization at the request of the Ministry of
Information.  Newspaper publishers must obtain an operating
license from the Ministry of Information. 

Broadcast media are a mix of government and privately
owned stations, subject to the same laws as print media.  In
July the government revoked the licenses of pro-opposition
media outlets Al Yawm television and the Alam Al Yawm news-
paper.  The government cited the citizenship revocation of one
of its owners as the reason for the closings.  The media outlets
appealed the decisions, but the courts had taken no action by
year’s end.  The country also declined in press freedom evalua-
tions compiled by international human rights agencies.  Those
evaluations reflected the tougher measures taken with the
media, including the adoption of a law that allows the authori-
ties to fine journalists up to 300,000 dinars ($1.065 million) for
criticizing the emir or crown prince or misrepresenting what
they said.  It imposes sentences of up to 10 years in prison for
those convicted of violating the law. 

Before the annual international book fair held in November,
the Ministry of Information requires publishers to submit a list
of books they may offer at the event.  The ministry returns the
list with “suggestions” of titles they should not bring.  These
new “suggestions” were added to the thousands of titles
already banned.  One of the books not allowed at the book fair
was author Dala al-Mufti’s Smell of Tango.  Al-Mufti protested
the ban against her book, which she believed dealt with legiti-
mate social problems in Kuwait, including women’s issues and
freedoms.  Another book not allowed was Salalem al-Nahar by
Kuwaiti writer Fawzia al-Salem, which discussed the bidoon in
Kuwait and portrayed them as having political strength. 

Violence and Harassment:  The government sometimes
harassed and prosecuted journalists for their reporting.  In July
social media reported that police summoned 21 journalists
from the now-closed Al Yawm television channel and the Alam
Al Yawm newspaper.  Security officials reportedly threatened
foreign journalists with deportation if they did not resign from
these media outlets.  Member of Parliament (MP) Abdullah al-
Turaiji wrote a letter to the minister of interior calling the “with-
holding of passports of workers in the Al-Yawm media outlets
by the General Investigation Unit unlawful, arbitrary, and ille-
gal.”  Noncitizen employees whose residency the newspaper or
television station sponsored lost their residency status when
the media outlets closed.  Such action forced foreign-citizen
employees to find other employment and sponsorship, leave
the country, or remain in the country illegally. 

Censorship or Content Restrictions:  The Ministry of
Information censored all books, commercial films, periodicals,
videotapes, CDs, DVDs, and other imported materials deemed
illegal per the guidelines enumerated for speech and press.
Authorities censored most English-language educational
materials that mentioned the Holocaust and required educa-
tion material to refer to the State of Israel as “Occupied
Palestine” or remove such references, although authorities did
not censor these topics in the news media.  Widely available
satellite dishes and virtual private networks allowed unfiltered
media access. 

In April the Public Prosecutor’s Office (PPO) issued a gag
order on all media coverage of recordings alleging a ruling
family scandal.  Later that month the PPO closed two newspa-
pers, al-Watan and Alam al-Yawm, for two weeks for continuing
to cover the issue.  Citizens and rights groups, such as Amnesty
International and Human Rights Watch, issued statements con-
demning the gag order and media closures as violations of
freedom of expression. 

Libel Laws/National Security:  Throughout the year the gov-
ernment restricted media freedom based on libel laws and
national security grounds. 

The law forbids publication or transmission of any informa-
tion deemed subversive to the constitutional system on
national security grounds.  In June the government deported
Egyptian imam Sayed Faraj Abu Halima and his family for the
imam’s criticism of the Egyptian elections during his Friday ser-
mon.  In another case authorities arrested five Syrians who
raised the Syrian revolutionary flag during a wedding ceremo-
ny.  The government deported the Syrians, although it did not
forcibly return them to Syria but gave them the choice of
returning to Syria or going to Turkey, Jordan, or Lebanon. 


